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ABSTRACT

When applying patches, or dealing with legacy software, users are

often reluctant to change the production executables for fear of

unwanted side effects. This results in many active systems run-

ning vulnerable or buggy code even though the problems have

already been identified and resolved by developers. Furthermore

when dealing with old or proprietary software, users can’t view

or compile source code so any attempts to change the application

after distribution requires binary level manipulation. We present a

new technique we call binary quilting that allows users to apply the

designated minimum patch that preserves core semantics without

fear of unwanted side effects introduced either by the build process

or by additional code changes. Unlike hot patching, binary quilt-

ing is a one-time procedure that creates an entirely new reusable

binary. Our case studies show the efficacy of this technique on real

software in real patching scenarios.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In most cases the typical software maintenance lifecycle is sufficient

to keep code updated and secure. Users report bugs, developers

investigate the issue, resolve the problem, release a new version

of the software in line with the pre-existing release schedule, and

users deploy the new version of the software. However, in software

that deals with critical system functionality users tend to update

software only when absolutely necessary for fear of updates in-

troducing side effects that disrupt service. Since most software is

released according to a common schedule, new releases often con-

tain many modifications most of which a singular user would deem

unnecessary. These pose an unnecessary risk and in fact the user

may not be able to integrate new versions if relevant interfaces
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have been replaced or wiped away. This leaves many users in an

awkward position: they have code with known deficiencies and the

corresponding updates, but they also can’t apply those updates.

While not necessarily problematic for standard feature releases,

this situation proves disastrous when failing to fix security vul-

nerabilities. In the Equifax hack of 2017 [21], attackers exploited

a well-known vulnerability in the Apache Struts library that had

been fixed months earlier, but had not been applied to Equifax’s pro-

duction code, to steal approximately 145.5 million U.S. consumers’

personal data, including their full names, Social Security numbers,

birth dates, addresses, and driver license numbers.

If users had access to the version control repository and build

process, they could theoretically search the change log to build the

specific version that suits their needs, but proprietary and legacy

code users either don’t have access or no such build exists since

many unrelated changes have been included in the update. Instead

we present a new technique called binary quilting that allows users

to apply the minimum patch designated by the developers as fixing

only the targeted software bug. This eliminates side effects from

unwanted changes, thus providing a way for users to apply updates

to legacy binaries while still supporting necessary functionality.

We developed a technique that integrates with the build process

called Binary Patch Decomposition (BPD) that automatically cre-

ates the necessary metadata for the quilting procedure (BinQuilt).

BPD creates metadata associated with each commit that might be

of interest to users. The developers then supply this metadata for

each bug-fix patch along with the new release (potentially consist-

ing of many commits), to enable BinQuiltto operate in the user

environment (without developer source code or build process).

This work presents the following contributions:

(1) Binary Quilting (BinQuilt) - a technique leveraging the Egal-

ito binary łrecompilationž framework [25] to generate patched

binaries by combining executables. To try to minimize confu-

sion, we henceforth refer to Egalito’s notion of łrecompilingž,

from its intermediate representation without source code or

a conventional compiler, as ł(re)generationž.

(2) Binary Patch Decomposition (BPD) - a build process inte-

grated technique to map specific source code changes to the

corresponding binary changes.

(3) Peanut (Patch dEcomposition ANd qUilTing), an implemen-

tation of BPD and BinQuilt for Linux on x86.

(4) Case studies demonstrating Peanut’s potential in realistic

update scenarios.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 ELF Format and Existing Binary Diffs

ELF files are the standard executable format on Linux operating

systems, which contain all the metadata required to link, load,



(a) Typical Update Cycle

(b) Update Cycle with Quilting

Figure 1: Problem Overview

and run the program. This extra information includes the symbol

table which maps the location of every symbol in the binary to

the name of the symbol in the associated string table. The string

table is simply a list of strings delimited by null bytes. This data

structure allows for linking across object files and executable ELF

files. The ELF file also contains a relocation table for link time and

load time symbol resolutions. In many production binaries symbols

are stripped for performance and security so may not be available

for analysis. Lastly, the ELF format splits the binary into data and

code segments with different permissions for security reasons.

Binary diffs is a well studied problem, however it is usually taken

from the perspective of a reverse engineer. Such tools include Bin-

Diff [26], BinHunt [13], iBinHunt [20], BinSlayer [11], BinSequence

[17], and SemDiff [24]. All of these tools rely on some variant of

control flow graph extraction and comparison. Usually this entails

significant computing overhead and heavy analysis. However in

the context of binary quilting, these techniques fail to leverage

information available during the build process, so these diffs may

pick up on changes not relevant to the patch desired by a given

user, resulting in an inaccurate quilting effort.

2.2 x86 Calling Conventions

While the minimum binary diff information provided by BPD relays

where changes occur, since small changes in source code can result

in large semantic changes like changing register usage and memory

layout, copying semantically equivalent or nearly equivalent code

from one binary to another is precarious. Fortunately the Intel x86

architecture defines strict calling conventions as to what registers

must be maintained by the calling and callee functions as well as

the state of the stack for arguments to be passed from one function

to another [12]. As long as the arguments are consistent between

two function versions, the initial state of the stack and the register

layout is presumed to be the same. In the event a function’s argu-

ments change, this guarantee no longer holds true, but the calling

functions must also change to accommodate the new signature

so for the purposes of applying patches, these calling functions

provide the points of interface between original and new versions.

2.3 Related Work in Hot Patching and Binary
Rewriting

Binary rewriting has been used for many reasons including im-

plementing defenses, automatic program repair, hot patching, and

optimization. Hot patching is an interesting example since it re-

quires conserving dynamic program state at the time the repair is

applied similar to binary quilting. Katana [22] has highly sophisti-

cated mechanisms for handling this problem, many of which would

augment our current quilting procedure, but relies on trampolines

to apply the patches which could incur significant overhead the

same as [18]. Other binary rewriting mechanisms like Zipr [15, 16]

raise the binary to a higher level IR which allows for increased

efficiency in the reassembly process similar to Egalito [25] but have

demonstrated generic binary level defense transformations instead

of semantically complex bug specific patching.

3 DESIGN

3.1 Binary Patch Decomposition

3.1.1 Source code diff analysis. Standard version control systems

(VCS) like Git [14] use source code diffs to track source code changes.

For any given code change the VCS maintains a record of exactly

what changed. Most VCS’s save this record following a standard

patchfile convention as shown in Figure 2. This patchfile includes

the modified function name, line numbers, source code changes,

and file names among other information.

3.1.2 Symbol Table Parsing. BPD parses the patchfile, and extracts

the names of the modified function(s). In the event that the change

modifies a data related symbol like a global variable or a string then

that symbol is marked as modified. After the executable is built

Peanut’s BPD parses the symbol table to extract the location of the

modified function in the new binary. The symbol name provides an

interface between the source code changes and the binary addresses

as shown in Figure 3 where the addresses are denoted in hex on

the left and the symbols in text on the right. The symbol table

also includes a description of the data type. In the example shown

the symbols are function names designated by FUNC but if they

were data symbols like global variables or structs they would be

designated OBJECT. This information is relevant because depending

on the data type they will be in different sections of the binary. The

symbol table also specifies the size of the symbols so we can extract

the length of the functions and the size of the data types. Once we

know the location, size and contents of the modified, even if the

symbol table is stripped after building (usually pre-deployment) we

can still identify the patched portions of the binary completely.

3.1.3 Database storage for on the fly patch decomposition. BPD

is designed to track binary changes without interfering with the

normal development process. One way to track changes would be

to keep a separate copy of the binary for each commit and then

extract information as needed to create the binary patch. However

keeping so many versions of the binary doesn’t really make sense

since most of the information is redundant. BPD stores only the

necessary information to construct the binary patch as shown in



...

@@ -3167,10 +3167,13 @@ png_check_chunk_length(...) {

...

- (png_ptr->width * png_ptr->channels // source changes

...

+ (size_t)png_ptr->width

+ * (size_t)png_ptr->channels

Figure 2: libpng-bug-1 Abbreviated Example Patchfile

0000000000003fe0 56 FUNC ... png_check_chunk_name

0000000000004020 221 FUNC ... png_check_chunk_length

0000000000004100 172 FUNC ... png_read_chunk_header

Figure 3: libpng-bug-1 Abbreviated Symbol Table Entries

Figure 4: Datastore Implementation

Figure 4. Essentially the binary is split based on it’s symbols and

the symbol contents and meta data are stored in the database. The

database must reflect the binary’s structural information to apply

the patch after symbols have been stripped, its contents so the patch

can be built, and maintain flexibility so a patch can be constructed

from multiple code versions. This means that each piece of code

must keep track of its external references across versions.

3.1.4 Metadata Construction Algorithm. When a user asks for a

particular patch, Peanut’s BPD must transform the entries in the

database into metadata that can be leveraged to build and apply

the patch in the user environment. The process to construct this

metadata is described in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes the

parsed original and new binaries as inputs, and then for every

changed symbol it has to do two things. First, if the symbol exists

in the old binary, it must add the old size and position data so

any references to this piece can be removed. Second, BPD must

search through all the dependencies of each changed symbol (a

dependency is any nonlocal reference); if the dependency existed

in the old binary (as per the symbol name), then the metadata

can simply add the new code piece and the location of its own

dependencies. If the dependency doesn’t exist, it must be added

to the metadata as a newly changed symbol and its dependencies

searched as well.

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode: Metadata Construction

Result:Metadata(old_info, new_info)

Input :parsed original binary OV; parsed new binary NV;

BPD datastore DB

Output :metadata information required to construct patch

MD

getMetadata (𝑂𝑉, 𝑁𝑉 , 𝐷𝐵)

original_code = DB.get_code_pieces(OV);

new_code = DB.get_code_pieces(NV);

res.new_info← ∅, res.old_info← ∅;

changed_symbols = DB.getChangedSymbols(NV);

foreach 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 ∈ 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑑_𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠 do

res.new_info.add(symbol);

if 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 ∈ 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙_𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 then

res.old_info.add(symbol);

foreach 𝑐𝑝 ∈ 𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 .𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 do

if 𝑐𝑝 ∉ 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙_𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 then

sym = Symbol(cp, newChange=True);

res.new_code.add(sym);

end

end

return Metadata(res.new_info, res.old_info)

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode: Binary Quilting

Result: Updated Pointers

Input :parsed original binary OV; parsed new binary NV;

BPD metadata MD

Output :The quilted binary

getQuilted (𝑂𝑉, 𝑁𝑉 ,𝑀𝐷)

foreach 𝑟𝑒 𝑓 ∈ 𝑂𝑉 do

if 𝑖𝑠𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛(𝑟𝑒 𝑓 .𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡) then

ref.target = metadata.new_info[target_symbol];

end

foreach 𝑟𝑒 𝑓 ∈𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎.𝑛𝑒_𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑜 do

if 𝑖𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑅𝑒 𝑓 (𝑟𝑒 𝑓 .𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡) then
//adjust pointer

if 𝑖𝑠𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑅𝑒 𝑓 (𝑟𝑒 𝑓 .𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡) then

if 𝑂𝑉 .𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑟𝑒 𝑓 ) then
//adjust pointer

else
//add new data

//adjust pointer
end

if 𝑖𝑠𝑃𝐿𝑇𝑅𝑒 𝑓 (𝑟𝑒 𝑓 .𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡) then
//update PLT entries

end

3.2 Binary Quilting Procedure

Once the BPD metadata has been produced and shipped to the

user as described in the previous section, now the user must run

Peanut’s quilting function, BinQuilt, to actually create the patched

binary and the fully linked form of the patch. The fully quilted

binary is shown in Figure 5.



In order to parse the binaries and identify the reference locations

as well as the regeneration phase we rely on the Egalito framework.

It lifts the binary into an intermediary representation (EIR) that

extracts the control flow graph and provides an interface to the

data sections. Egalito also provides a portable XML format (HOB-

BIT) that encodes all the structural and data related information.

Egalito then generates an ELF file to run on the specified hardware.

This provides some interesting opportunities for updating legacy

binaries to different hardware.

In order to quilt the new version of the binary into the old version,

we must handle three different types of references. These are code

references, data references, and external references. The algorithm

is described in Algorithm 2. Each link from the old binary to the

old versions of the patched code must be removed, and updated to

point to the new versions where appropriate. In the event that the

new binary relies on an updated version of a library the user must

have access to this version. However as long as the new binary

has the correct external references, then the quilting procedure

still supports it. This becomes particularly useful in the context of

dealing with legacy binaries since patching a legacy binary may

rely on pieces of new library versions. This means the BinQuilt

technique could support multiple versions of the same library as

long as BPD provides the correct metadata.

3.2.1 Code section quilting. One important change in newer bi-

naries is that they are built with position independent code (PIC)

by default. PIC code became the default on Ubuntu 17.0 across all

architectures in 2017 [19]. For security reasons PIC code is designed

with relative references so can be deployed anywhere in the ad-

dress space, but this also means it can be moved from one binary

to another. Older code with absolute references on the other hand

require finding the corresponding reference in the new binary. In

order to do this the symbols become a point of reference between the

binaries. Each absolute reference can be represented as a symbol

and offset. This symbol and offset remains constant across versions

even though the absolute addresses will change across versions.

First the links from the original binary to the code that has since

been updated need to be removed. The EIR is scanned for any

references that point to dead code, and the links are deleted. In

most cases these are function pointers. The metadata contains the

translation data to update the pointers from the old symbols to

the appropriate symbols in the new binary. Next the patched code

from the new binary needs to point to the correct places in the

original binary. In the event that the patched code depends on code

only in the new version these new versions of the code need to be

quilted in as well. This allows the quilted binary to be a composite

of multiple versions. BinQuilt can quilt all combinations of PIC and

non PIC code. The binary patch decomposition metadata contains

both the locations of references in the new version that need to be

linked, as well as where those links should point. We depend on

Egalito to generate the corresponding ELF file.

3.2.2 Data section quilting. The ELF specification splits the binary

into data and code sections for security reasons. This introduces

some complications to quilting. The code references pointers in the

global offset table (GOT) which point to the correct part of the data

segment. The second difficulty comes from having to reformat the

Figure 5: Quilted Binary Construction

data segment if it needs to be resized. Since this adjusts the position

of every data piece, all entries in the GOT need to be updated.

Strings are a special case. There are no entries in the symbol table

for strings and they are not in the data section with global variables

and other data entries. Instead for security reasons they are in a read-

only data section and the GOT contains the appropriate offset entry

without any associated entry in the symbol table. Instead, BinQuilt

iterates through all strings in the old binary for the referenced

string in the new binary.

3.2.3 PLT and external reference quilting. In modern executables

most libraries are dynamically linked, so instead of direct address

entries, the ELF spec uses the procedure linkage table (PLT) to

implement lazy loading. Only when the procedure is called does

the dynamic linker locate the external symbol in question. In the

event the new binary depends on an external symbol that isn’t

in the original binary, as is the case when the updated functions

depend on updated library versions, the PLT needs to be updated

with the appropriate entry and the BPD metadata must include the

appropriate information for the linking procedure.

4 CASE STUDIES

We use a series of case studies to answer three main questions.

(1) Does Peanut successfully resolve references across versions

in real software?

(2) How much new attack space does quilting introduce?

(3) After the patched binary has been created can it be used to

verify that both bugs have been patched and no side effects

have been introduced?

We evaluated our Peanut prototype on a Dell OptiPlex 7040

with Intel core i7-6700 CPU at 3.4GHz with 32GB memory, running

Ubuntu 18.04 64bit, using gcc/g++ version 7.4.0 and python 3.4.7.

Peanut is built using CMake version 3.10.2 and Make version 4.1.

4.1 Resolving References

We used Peanut’s BPD and BinQuiltto construct quilted binaries

for across a variety of projects with a variety of different updates.

Table 1 shows the bugs that were patched, a summary of the reason

for the code change, the source code size of the change, the number

of code section and data section resolutions Peanut made during

the quilting procedure.

To test our quilting procedure with the updates from Table 1,

we quilted the minimally changed patched version of the binary

and the latest available buggy version. We also developed inputs

that covered the patched code such that we could test that all

references were resolved correctly. If there were any references



Update Patching Effort LOC

Changed

Code

Resolu-

tions

Data

Resolu-

tions

curl [5] Changes how a string is

parsed

16+, 16- 31 4

curl [6] Changes functions ar-

guments and call.

9+, 9- 318 69

libpng [23] Calculation modifica-

tion for divide by 0

error

6+, 3- 6 1

wc [9] Added new function

and changed condition

check

23+, 2- 298 109

yes [10] Substantial changes in

option parsing

40+,

141-

399 234

ls [3] Added condition for

change in option

parsing

1+, 2- 387 380

mv [2] Adding a conditional

check before operation

6+, 0- 204 89

df [7] Replacing open calls

with stat calls

12+,8- 348 164

bs [1] Changing a loop condi-

tion

2+, 1- 296 140

wget [4] Adding conditional

check for log

1-, 2+ 10 3

redis [8] Adding conditional

check

1+, 1- 16 8

Table 1: Patch-Testing Dataset

that Peanut didn’t resolve correctly during the program run, the

program would break. We found that the outputs of the quilted

versions were consistent with the outputs of the updated versions.

It should be noted that the number of resolutions Peanut requires

is independent of the size of the patch but instead dependent upon

how central the modified code is to the program’s control flow.

4.2 Mathematical Errors: Libpng

In some applications mathematical errors have security implica-

tions causing pointer errors or integer overflows. In this instance,

an attacker could craft a malicious PNG image that triggers a bad

calculation of row_factor in Figure 6 [23]. This causes a divide-by-

zero error and Denial-of-Service (DoS). After the developer writes

the patch and builds the new binary, Peanut will automatically

generate the patch metadata for the quilting procedure. Then the

user can use Peanut to build a quilted binary and update any soft-

ware running an old version of libpng. When the quilted binary

was tested with a maliciously crafted image, where the row_factor

was no longer 0, the quilted binary correctly handled the malicious

image the same way as the updated version.

4.3 String Parsing: libcurl

String parsing is tricky since there are many corner cases. Fig-

ure 7 [5] adjusts Curl’s treatment of URLs that end in a single colon.

png_check_chunk_length(...) {

...

size_t row_factor =

- (png_ptr->width * png_ptr->channels

- * (png_ptr->bit_depth > 8? 2: 1)

- + 1 + (png_ptr->interlaced? 6: 0));

+ (size_t)png_ptr->width

+ * (size_t)png_ptr->channels

+ * (png_ptr->bit_depth > 8? 2: 1)

+ + 1

+ + (png_ptr->interlaced? 6: 0);

Figure 6: libpng Mathematical Error

...

+ if(!portptr[1]) {

+ *portptr = '\0';

+ return CURLUE_OK;

+ }

- if(rest != &portptr[1]) { ...

- ...

+ *portptr++ = '\0'; /* cut off the name there */

+ *rest = 0;

+ msnprintf(portbuf, sizeof(portbuf), "%ld", port);

+ u->portnum = port;

...

Figure 7: Curl URL Parsing

+/* Return non zero if a non breaking space. */

+ static int iswnbspace (wint_t wc) {

+ return ! posixly_correct && (wc == 0x00A0 ...

+ static int isnbspace (int c) {

+ return iswnbspace (btowc (c));

+}

+

wc (args) {

- if (iswspace (wide_char))

+ if (iswspace (wide_char) || iswnbspace(wide_char))

goto mb_word_separator;

...

- if (isspace (to_uchar (p[-1])))

+ if (isspace (to_uchar (p[-1]))

+ || isnbspace (to_uchar (p[-1])))

+ goto word_separator;

}

...

Figure 8: wc New Function and Refactoring

In the buggy version, Curl incorrectly throws an error and never

initiates a valid http request. Figure 7 shows the patch, Peanut

resolves all the references in the binary, and sends a valid request.

We test the quilted binary using a specially crafted input and

the execution recreates the context that triggered the bug, and then

jumps to the patched code upon entering the modified function.

4.4 New Function Refactoring: wc

Peanut even supports changes that introduce substantial refactor-

ing across the entire code base. This includes adding new functions.

The new function is treated as new code, and the functions which

call the newly implemented function are replaced as well. The

quilted binary is tested by providing input from a specially crafted

file. The quilted binary acts the same as the updated version proving

it successfully integrates the patch into the old binary.

4.5 Increased Attack Surface

By quilting the binary with new code, we introduce a new attack

vector that an attacker could potentially exploit. As such it’s im-

portant in the quilting procedure to minimize the attack surface.

However since we only add the bare minimum code necessary to

create the quilted binary even if the update involved including new

versions of libraries our code only quilts the updated functions

and its dependencies. Table 2 shows the minute increased attack

surface. The maximum was measured at 14% and the minimum at

.003%. Egalito keeps the additional attack surface to a minimum.

Since Egalito raises the binary to an intermediate representation



Update Original

Size

(KB)

Quilt

Increase

(KB)

Pctg

Increase

(%)

curl [5] 663.4 .687 .104

curl [6] 663.5 9.6675 14.569

libpng [23] 942.2 .237 .025

wc [9] 222.0 5.941 2.675

yes [10] 148.5 10.669 7.184

ls [3] 623.5 7.497 1.202

mv [2] 613.5 4.303 .701

df [7] 423.3 5.971 1.41

bs [1] 295.1 5.648 1.914

wget [4] 8740 .303 .003

redis [8] 1086 .138 .013

Table 2: Quilting Overhead

Number of

Requests

Number of

Clients

Original

(s)

Quilted

(s)

Updated

(s)

100K 50 5.19 5.14 5.12

200K 100 10.43 10.44 10.42

Table 3: Quilted Performance

and then regenerates the binary, there are no additional jump in-

structions, trampolines, or extra pieces from the patched version of

the binary or its accompanying libraries. By using binary regenera-

tion instead of traditional binary rewriting mechanisms, even large

transformations introduce minimal overhead.

4.6 Side Effect Verification

The main advantage of quilting is that it prevents updates from

unintentionally introducing unwanted side effects. Developers can

test for most functionality related side effects, but side effects spe-

cific to the user environment like performance and scalability are

difficult to diagnose with deploying the new version or at least a

mock deployment. Developers can’t test for these types of problems.

To simulate this we conducted a case study using the redis web-

server. A version of redis [8] had a bug in which connecting via a

monitor thread, and sending a specific message caused the server

to crash. This is a critical level vulnerability that would need to be

patched immediately.

To simulate the patch first we quilted the binary in question and

ran the same patch quilting procedure. We then tested the patch’s

functionality with the predesigned test scenario to make sure that it

successfully integrated the patch the same way we did in the other

studies. We then ran Redis’ included benchmark commonly used to

test Redis’ performance on the original, quilted, and updated binary.

We found no evidence that quilting introduces any performance

overhead as shown in Table 3.

5 LIMITATIONS

Peanut depends on good practice in developer commits. If they

include extraneous code not related to the designated bug-fix in

the same commit, Peanut would automatically include this extra

information in the diffs. In other words, in order for Peanut to be

useful, developers need to make modular commits that distinguish

bug-fix commits from other commits containing enhancements and

other changes. Peanut also relies on having access to the symbols

in the build process. Of course these are stripped for deployment

but should be available in the developer environment.

Peanut has some approach limitations so it cannot accommodate

arbitrary code changes. The main approach limitation is in dealing

with data structure modifications. Peanut makes no attempt to

track data types, so quilting in a new data type with the current

implementation would be impossible.

The current Peanut implementation does not support changes to

macros. Macros are inlined to the code sections, so this information

would not be available in the binary. Attempting to find the loca-

tion of macros in a binary is impossible since this information is

lost in the developer’s build process. Therefore Egalito can’t apply

the appropriate transformations. Similarly in code that is highly

optimized, as would be expected in production level code, this could

cause a problem with inlined functions. Egalito would have no way

of finding the locations of the inlined functions.

We asked an independent team of three students to construct a

set of known C/Linux bugs that had already been fixed, 2016ś2019,

and to write appropriate test cases. Although we encouraged them

to include some security vulnerabilities, we placed no restrictions

on what bugs they could look for, so the collected bugs may not

be representative of bugs found in the wild that users would deem

critical to patch.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

Through this work we showed that we are able to use binary patch

decomposition (BPD) in conjunction with binary quilting (BinQuilt)

to combine updated and older versions of a binary to create a variant

of the older binary that only includes the desired changes from the

updated version. Initial investigations with our Peanut prototype

indicate that we can apply this approach to real binaries based on

real updates and real build processes. We ran case studies across

multiple programs with a variety of update types and sizes. Our

case studies suggest that Peanut could accommodate production

updates without introducing side-effects, relative to the original

binary, beyond the designated patch. Further, Peanut’s leveraging

of Egalito’s binary regeneration avoids the performance overhead,

relative to the original binary, common in other approaches to

binary rewriting.

In the future we plan to conduct a more thorough evaluation of

our techniques, with more types of updates, in which we compare

to both the overhead introduced by other binary rewriting tools.

We have only tested with the minimal patch size for making an

update of limited scope, but there’s no reason our technique couldn’t

accommodate composite version updates of a significantly larger

scope, i.e., multiple independent patches and/or a series of bug-fixes

that work together. Given access to the proper dataset we would

like to test this with legacy binaries that are especially relevant and

hard to deal with.
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